College of Unani Tibb and Alternative Medicine
Module 7: Unani pulse

What this module covers:
•

Pulse diagnosis.

•

Taking a pulse in Unani medicine.

•

The 10 parameters of the pulse.

•

Complex varieties of a pulse.

•

Locating affected organs by a pulse.

For a long time I was ignorant of the movement of contraction, but I persevered till I comprehended
something of it. Then after some time I gained the precise knowledge of it and then the doors of
sphygmology were opened to me. Whoever perseveres like me would achieve what I have achieved.
(Galen, Roman physician, 130–210 AD)

Pulse diagnosis
Pulse diagnosis is very important as it gives detailed information on the state of the internal organs.
According to Ibn Sina,
…the pulse is a movement in the vessels of the breath (vital force) which comprises expansion and
contraction. The purpose of this movement is to temper vital force with air. Each pulse beat comprises
two movements (systole) and two pauses (diastole), because each beat is composed of one expansion
and one contraction.

Therefore a pulse is the expansion and contraction in the heart that can be seen through the arteries.
This movement is to receive fresh air and expel used air.
Each pulse beat consists of two periods of movement and two periods of rest – expansion (systolic
phase) and contraction (diastolic phase) and rest between the two.
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Taking a pulse
There are a number of different methods to take a pulse, including the one-, three- and four-finger
method. In Unani medicine, we tend to use the four-finger method (i.e., using four fingertips on the
radial artery).

When examining the pulse:
•

The best time to take a pulse is in the morning, if possible. The patient should be seated and
their arm should be horizontal and not higher than the level of the heart. The patient’s thumb
should be directed upwards.

•

The patient and practitioner should rest for a while before examination. A towel can be used
under the arms. It is traditionally recommended that legs of both the practitioner and client
should not be crossed so as to create an open ‘energy cycle’.

•

Sufficient time should be taken to examine the pulse accurately and should not be rushed.

•

Place four fingertips on the radial artery (see below) of the patient in such a way that the index
finger lies towards the thumb and the little finger lies towards the patient’s elbow.

•

Examine the pulse of the right hand with your right hand and that of the left hand with your left
hand. This method is useful as a pulse may vary between the two sides (depending on
compression of the blood vessel or accumulation of plaque).

•

Traditionally if the patient is a male, we read from their right hand; if a female, read their left
hand.

•

The patient should not be in a state of mental disturbance, and should not have a full stomach
or be hungry.

•

Medication, rushing and being stressed can have an effect on taking the pulse.

•

The patient’s pulse should be studied in comparison with the ‘normal’ pulse of a healthy and
temperamentally moderate (or balanced) person. This comes with practicing reading pulse with
many clients over time.
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•

It is important to regulate your own breathing to correlate with the patient’s pulse, in line with
the breathing cycles (expansion, rest, contraction, rest). You must be open to receive the
information.

•

Pressure applied on the radial artery should be in proportion with the strength of the pulse.

•

A middle pulse is always first found. This is found when you are able to locate the pulse on
all fingers tips.

Why use the radial artery for pulse examination?
•

The pulse is felt at the wrist because it is readily accessible, there is little flesh covering it,
and the patient is not embarrassed by exposing this part of the body.

•

It is easy to clearly feel the pulse of the radial artery.

•

The concentration of blood and oxygen in the radial artery is comparatively more than their
concentration in the small arteries.

•

The radial artery is comparatively closer and directly connected to the heart.

The 10 parameters of the pulse (adila’e nabz)
There are 10 parameters of the pulse in Unani medicine, and the role of the practitioner is to look at
all the 10 variables in order to correctly make a diagnosis. The 10 parameters are:
1. Amount of expansion (miqdar’e imbisat)
2. Quality of the pulse impact (kaifiyat’e qara)
3. Duration of cycle (zamana harkat)
4. Compressibility of artery (qiwame aala)
5. Duration of pause (zamana sakoon)
6. Feel of the pulse (temperature) (mulmis)
7. Emptiness and fullness of the vessel between beats (khala wa imtila)
8. Regularity and condition of pulse (ha-laath-ae-nabz)
9. Nature of the irregularity (inthezam-ae-nabz)
10. Rhythm of time (wazan)
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1. Amount of expansion (miqdar’e imbisat)
We feel the pulse for outward expansion and inward contraction of the artery. Expansion of artery
(diastole) results in an increase in the vertical and lateral diameters of the artery. There are therefore
three dimensions: length, breadth and height.

There are nine types of individual pulses based on the above parameters:
•

Long pulse (taweel): the pulse is felt passing beyond the fourth fingertip. A long pulse shows
sufficient amount of fluids in the system with elasticity in the vessel wall. This pulse may be
when exercise has just been taken, and is one of the factors of the pulse in healthy young
people.

•

Short pulse (qaseer): this is the opposite of the long pulse and can be felt using less than four
fingertips. A short pulse is seen when there is loss of elasticity in the vessel wall and general
weakness, as in older people.

•

Moderate (intermediate length) pulse (motadil): this is intermediate in length, and felt just
touching all the four fingertips. It is generally found in healthy individuals.

•

Broad pulse (areez): the artery expands more in its transverse diameter and there is a greater
area of contact between the artery and fingertip. This indicates the presence of a moist
humour. If blood humour, the pulse will be broad and also long, but if phlegm humour, the
pulse will be broad and short.

•

Narrow pulse (za’eq): the pulse is felt like a thread. This indicates the presence of a dry
humour. If due to yellow bile, it will be jumping, and if due to black bile, it will be low.
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•

Intermediate pulse (intermediate in thickness/broadness) (motadil): between a broad (areez)
and narrow (za’eq) pulse.

•

Elevated pulse (musharraf): here the pulse wave feels as if the artery is moving more in an
outward direction and the upbeat of the pulse is more elevated than normal. The pulse appears
to be just under the skin, and the artery under the fingertips appears to be jumping. It may be
long, short or moderate, and shows the presence of a hot humour. If the hot humour is blood
humour, a jumping pulse will be long, and if it is due to yellow bile, it will be short.

•

Depressed/Low pulse (munkhafiz): the upbeat of pulse is low or depressed in feel. This seems
to be deep-seated and is perceptible, but with difficulty. The more difficult it is to find, the
lower it is. The cause is lack of internal heat and indicates the presence of a cold humour. If it
is due to phlegm humour, it is low with moderate length, whereas if it is due to black bile, it is
low and short.

•

Moderate in height (intermediate in elevation) (motadil): this indicates a moderation in the
quantities of the two cold humours.
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By combining these nine forms of pulse, 27 types are possible:
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Note: Inter = Intermediate.
So, for example, the three complex pulse types (see the first column above) based on extent of
expansion (i.e., length, broad, height) are as follows:
•

Lengthy, broad and elevated (taweel areez wa musharraf): in other words, this pulse is felt
beyond four fingertips, the artery feels broad, and the outward movement of the pulse feels as
a elevated pulse.

•

Short, broad and elevated (qaseer areez wa musharraf): this is felt with less than four
fingertips; the feel of the artery is broad and the pulse is also elevated.

•

Moderate, broad and elevated (motadil areez wa musharraf): as described this is moderate in
length, broad and elevated.

Note: in clinical practice I have seldom seen clients these days that hit even four fingers let along
beyond that. I have restored to modifying the above to parameter of three finger length instead of four
fingers.
Among the 27 types of pulse, six have been specifically named due to their importance:
•

Great pulse (nabz azeem): this pulse is long, broad and elevated. A pulse becomes great when
heat in the body is increased (although fluids remain normal). Here blood should be more in
contact with air to cool the rouh (vital force) and make the body moderately hot. A great
pulse should not be hard but should be soft and elastic, thus ensuring a full quantity of blood.
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If heat in the system increases, the pulse becomes great, and if it cannot effectively moderate
the heat, it increases its pace and becomes rapid (saree).
•

Small/shrunken pulse (nabz sageer): this pulse is constituted as short, narrow and depressed.
If the wall of the artery is hard, the pulse cannot expand to become great when needed. So it
first becomes rapid and gains volume by an increased rate, and it also becomes
shrunken/small. This happens when dryness in the system increases and strength and power
fail.

•

Moderate pulse (nabz motadil): this type of pulse is intermediate in length, breadth and
height. It falls between a great and small/shrunken pulse.

•

Thick pulse (nabz galeez): this is broad and more elevated than a normal pulse, irrespective of
the length of pulse.

•

Minute pulse (nabz daqeeq): this is lesser in breadth and height than a normal pulse,
irrespective of the length of pulse.

•

Intermediate breadth and height (nabz motadil): this type of pulse falls in between a thick and
minute pulse.
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2. Quality of the pulse impact (kaifiyat’e qara)
The word ‘impact’ here means the hit or push of the pulsating artery felt by the fingertips. On the
basis of the force of stroke of the artery, the pulse can be:
•

Strong/bounding (nabz qawi): the pulse is said to be strong (qawi) when at the time of
dilatation or expansion of the artery the strike of the pulse on the pulp of fingertips is forceful
and strong. In this kind of pulse the pulsations of the artery cannot be completely stopped or
blocked under the fingertips. In other words, the pressure of the flowing blood in the arteries
is more, so the lateral pressure of the blood exerted on the walls of the artery is more than
normal. The practitioner’s fingertips actually feel the lateral (outward) pressure of the blood
exerted on the wall of the arteries. Therefore, with high blood pressure the strike of the pulse
is strong. This indicates a strong heart.

•

Weak/feeble (nabz za’eef): this is when the pulse is poor in quantity, weak in its quality of
striking and stops pulsation under a pressure that is less than that required by an average
individual, showing all humours to be less in quantity and low in quality. A thready pulse in
modern terminology depicts a weak pulse during shock-like conditions.

•

The third type of pulse is in between a strong and weak pulse.

3. Duration of cycle (zamana harkat)
The pulse cycle is composed of two motions and two rest periods. We look for the phases of
expansion and contraction of the artery:

•

Fast rising/hurried pulse (nabz saree): the phases of movement of the arterial wall (expansion
and contraction) are short. The artery quickly expands and retracts back. A single pulse cycle
shows the presence of heat and dryness in the system, which indicates the presence of yellow
bile humour.

•

Slow rising pulse (nabz batee): this is the opposite of fast rising pulse (nabz saree). Here the
phases of movement of a pulse cycle are slower than normal. The time taken for the upbeat
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and downbeat is longer than it should be. This shows the presence of a cold and moist phlegm
humour.
•

Intermediate pulse (nabz motadil): the speed of expansion and contraction of the artery is
moderate, neither too fast nor too slow. This indicates a moderation of the humours.

4. Compressibility of artery (qiwame aala)
Based on the texture (hardness or softness) of the artery, the pulse is of three types:
•

Soft (nabz la’en): the artery feels lax and flexible and can be easily compressed. This shows
the presence of moisture.

•

Hard/tense (nabz sulb): this is the opposite of the soft pulse (la’en). The artery feels hard and
difficult to compress such as in arteriosclerosis where the vessels are stiff so the internal
diameters of the artery are decreased and the feel of the artery is hard. A hard pulse also
shows the presence of dry humour that has hardened the vessel wall. If the pulse is hard and
low, it shows the presence of black bile humour, whereas if it is hard and elevated, it indicates
the presence of yellow bile humour.

•

Moderate (nabz motadil): this is when the pulsating artery feels neither too hard nor too soft
but moderate in texture. This is a moderation of the humours and fluids.

5. Duration of pause (zamana sakoon)
This is the time between the end of a movement to the beginning of a movement. When this period is
shortened the number of beats increases. This pulse is known as a quick repeater pulse (mutavatar). A
quick pulse indicates loss of strength. If a quick pulse becomes moderate, it indicates the restoration
of strength and progress in health.
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6. Feel of the pulse (temperature) (mulmis)
Here we look to see whether the pulse is warmer or cooler compared to the rest of the body. This is
measured by the sense of touch at the point of taking the pulse and by reflecting on the temperature of
the surface.
…moisture of the matter being eliminated by the pores of the skin. Both hot and cold pulse are easily
determined. The former is caused by excess internal heat, and its opposite by the lack of internal heat.
(Chisti, 1988)
On the bases of the temperature of the pulsating artery, the pulse is divided into three types:
•

Hot (nabz ha’ar): this is when the pulsating artery feels warmer than the rest of the body.

•

Cold (nabz barid): this is when the pulse feels colder than the rest of the body.

•

Intermediate (motadil): this is when the pulse feels moderate in temperature (neither hot nor
cold).

A warm feeling of the pulse suggests the possibility of fever. A cold feeling indicates weakness and a
lack of fluids in the system.
7. Emptiness and fullness of the vessel between beats (khala wa imtila)
The pulse feels overfull of humour and needs to be allowed out; an empty pulse is flattened and
opposite in character.

Ibn Sina said it feels as if the artery was filled with bubbles of air, so that the fingers seem to fall on
empty space. The cause of the full pulse is thickening of the blood. The empty pulse gives a
“clammy” feeling at the point of feeling the pulse. (Chisti)

Based on the feel of amount of blood flowing through the vessel, the pulse is of three types: a filled
pulse (nabz mumtali) is when the artery under examination feels full of fluid; with an empty pulse
(nabz khaali) the artery feels somewhat empty; and with a moderately filled pulse (nabz motadil) the
amount of fluid inside the artery is moderate.
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A full pulse shows the presence of fluids and an empty pulse their lack, and in a moderate pulse, their
moderation. A blood-filled vessel will also show some resistance against pressure of the examining
fingertips, while a comparatively empty vessel will be easily compressed.
8. Regularity and condition of pulse (ha-laath-ae-nabz)
The general pulse condition can be assessed by taking all of the previous seven parameters into
consideration.
A regular (musthavi) pulse means that it is moderate in all of the above seven factors. If a pulse is
excessive in all of the seven factors, it is an irregular (mukhthalif) pulse. A pulse can be regular in
six aspects and irregular in only one and this is also considered in assessment.
9. Nature of the irregularity (inthezam-ae-nabz)
This is the order and disorder of the pulse. The pulse may be irregularly ordered or irregularly
disordered. These two forms are sometimes referred to as regular different and irregular different.
A regular different pulse keeps one, two or more circulations or cycles, without changing the pattern
of the beating of the pulse. One circulation simply means the number of beats that occur within one
second, and the interval between beats. For example, one circulation might be considered thus: two
beats per second, with an interval of one-quarter second between beats.

The irregular different pulse has similar variations in the interval, but does not come around in a full
circle to the original pulse beat pattern. (Chisti)

The cause of a pulse being irregular is the presence of excessive matter, which can give strength
intermittently, or it is due to weakness, whereby regularity is lost.
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10. Rhythm of time (wazan)
Every individual should have a certain pulse rhythm that is appropriate for his or her age and emotion.
By comparing the measures of a patient’s pulse with other people in different stages of life, the
practitioner assesses the extent of deviation of the pulse measure from the ‘normal’ range or rhythm.
If the rhythm does not resemble any normal pattern of any developmental age … [then this is the]
ultimate kind of irregular pulse, for it signals an imminent and severe change in temperament. (Chisti)
Complex varieties of a pulse
There are 18 complex varieties (Husain):
•

Great pulse – long, elevated and broad.

•

Low pulse – short, depressed and narrow.

•

Moderate in length, height and broad, which shows a moderation of all the four humours.

•

Thick pulse – broad and elevated, and shows the presence of a hot and moist humour (blood
humour).

•

Depressed pulse – low and narrow, and shows the presence of cold and dry humour (black
bile humour).

•

Moderate in height and broad only, which may be long or short. When long, it shows the
predominance of phlegm humour, with blood humour and black bile humour remaining
normal. If it is short, yellow bile humour is the predominant humour, with blood humour and
black bile humour remaining normal.

•

Rapid pulse, like a deer – short, broad and pumping, and very rapid. This results in fevers that
are due to hot humours (blood and yellow bile humour). In individuals with a hot
temperament this may occur after vigorous exercise.

•

Repeating pulse, like a wave – both the duration of pulse as well as the rest period are
increased. This indicates a very cold and moist temperament or ascites, pleurisy or paralysis
due to phlegm humour.

•

Slow pulse, like an earthworm – this indicates extreme weakness of vital energy.

•

Slow pulse, like the movement of an ant – a very slow pulse. The prognosis is generally bad.

•

Continuously repeating pulse, as with the teeth of a saw – this is rapid first, and becomes
quick and hard later. This indicates inflammation of the internal organs or inflammation due
to some hot humour.
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•

Contracted pulse – this pulse will be contracted first and becomes broad or it is seen as broad
first and then it becomes narrow, or narrow in the beginning and end and broad in the middle.

This group of pulses indicates extreme weakness of the body and loss of vital energy:
•

Slow pulse, like a rat’s tail – low. This pulse alternates between excess and insufficiency. It
often begins in an excessive mode, reverts to insufficient, then breaks midway and returns to
excessive. This is due to a very weak life force.

•

Pulse whose beats resemble the beats of a hammer – before complete relaxation another beat
is felt, just like a smith striking at metal, the hammer automatically rises and falls, giving a
lighter stroke. This indicates weakness and exhaustion.

•

Pulse that stays – a pulse where when a beat is expected a pause is seen and vice versa, that is,
beats are missed. This indicates weakness of vital powers.

•

Pulse that has added beats – in this kind of pulse beats are felt even during rest. The
difference between a pulse that resembles the beats of a hammer and a pulse that has added
beats is that in the former, the commencement of the second beat is before complete
relaxation, that is, not during rest, whereas in the latter, the beat occurs during the rest period.

•

Shivering pulse – shaky. Sometimes the pulse is felt as if the artery is having tremors. This is
found in some cardiac arrhythmias.

•

Contiguous pulse – indicates extreme weakness and exhaustion and near death.
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Locating affected organs by a pulse
Another method of pulse taught to me by one of my teachers in Pakistan is to assess the state of
organs or parts of the body from the pulse beat. Therefore the first finger represents the head to the
neck, the second finger the torso to the belly button and the third finger from the belly button to the
feet. Each of the three fingers could be further divided eg top of the first finger tip represents the top
of the head.
A similar and somewhat more detailed method is described by R Bhikha in Theoretical Principles of
Tibb (2018). Each of the three fingers is further divided, and by determining where the pulse beat is
felt, could represent an issue with that particular organ or part of the body (see below):

Brain and nervous system (Disorders:
Distal pulse (nearest to wrist)

Left edge of the finger

Insomnia, Restlessness, hyperactivity,
stress)
Throat and upper respiratory system

Left of middle of the finger

(Disorders: breathing difficulties, dry
asthma)

Illnesses mainly linked to
Excessive dryness Melancholic

Middle of the finger
Right of middle of the
finger

Heart and vascular system (angina,
arrhythmia)
Stomach and small intestines
(Disorders: indigestion, hyperacidity,
irregular bowel activity)
Colon, urogenital organs, lower back
and legs (Disorders: constipation, piles,

Right edge of finger

flatulence, dysmenorrhoea, PMS,
painful ovulation, lower back pain,
sciatica)
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Middle pulse

Left edge of the finger

Left of middle of the finger
Illnesses mainly linked to
Excessive dryness - choleric

Middle of the finger
Right of middle of the
finger

Stomach and small intestines
(Disorders: Inflamed oesophagus,
gastritis, stomach ulcers, belching,
nausea, vomiting, excessive thirst)
Liver system, spleen and pancreas
(Disorders: liver disorders, inflamed
liver, chronic fatigue, high cholesterol,
spleen and pancreatic disorders)
Skin (Disorders: eczema, urticaria,
boils, etc)
Brain, emotional and mental
(Disorders: confusion, lack of
concentration, anger)

Right edge of finger

Eyes (Disorders: conjunctivitis,
glaucoma)
Stomach and small intestines

Proximal pulse

Left edge of the finger

(Disorders: sluggish digestion, poor
appetite, diabetes, phlegm in the
stomach)
Respiratory system and heart

Left of middle of the finger

insufficiency)

Illnesses mainly linked to
Excessive moistness –
phlegmatic

(Disorders: asthma, pneumonia, cardiac

Middle of the finger

Joints, ligaments and tendons
(Disorders: arthritis)

Right of middle of the

Mouth, tongue and throat (Disorders:

finger

speech, gums, teeth and sore throat)
Nose, face and frontal brain (Disorders:

Right edge of finger

sinus congestion, poor memory, mental
fatigue)
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